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Racing Car Driver Worksheet 

The Scenario 

You are an up and coming 
racing car driver, looking to 
land your first big sponsorship 
deal. If you can put in a good 
performance in the next race, 
a major sponsor will sign with 
you and you may be able to 
move up into the 
championship division. The 
pressure’s on – you’ll need to 
get every aspect of the race 
just right in order to have a 
chance. 

 

Question 1  (1 mark) 

The driver entered in a 320 km race, with 8 km laps.  The car can hold enough fuel for about 70 km of 
racing at top speed. Calculate how many pit stops the driver needs to make. 

Question 2  (3 marks) 

Halfway through the race, the driver has to make the decision about whether to change 
tyres at your pit stop. If she doesn’t change tyres, the car’s performance will slowly get 
worse and worse over the remaining 140 km of the race. But with your small, unskilled pit 
crew, changing tyres can take an extra 13 minutes. Without changing tyres, the car’s average 
speed will drop by 1 km/hr per minute of racing. Assume that the average speed for the first 
half of the race is 180 km/hr. Work out whether changing tyres is worthwhile. 

Question 3  (2 marks) 

We have the option for the next race of making some modifications to the car. One set of 
options gives us better straight line speed, the other better speed through the corners. Our 
next race is on the Sydney circuit, which contains 75% straights and 25% corners. With the 
straight line speed setup, we average 220 km/hr on straights and 80 km/hr on corners. With 
the cornering setup, we average 165 km/hr on straights and 100 km/hr on corners. Which 
setup should we go with? 
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